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About This Game

Maneuver through tough levels and oppose difficult bosses on a mission born of desperation and determination. Juke is a
challenging game that aims to create a harrowing but rewarding experience through overcoming intense roadblocks.

Key features:

Tight controls

9 worlds + 1 hidden / unlock-able world

132 levels + 18 bosses

New challenges in each world
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Title: Juke
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Jello Godfri
Publisher:
Jello Godfri
Release Date: 9 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+ or later

Processor: 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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My summary in 4 sentences:
Awesome game with good controls,variety of gamemodes and options.Can bring a classic pong experience,but the other modes
are as fun.The devs are cool and update the game ocasionally.Its worth the price.. Your grandfather wanted to find a treasure
that he heard when he was stranded in the North Pole. He never returned from his second expedition. But you, you decide to
find what happened. And guess what? You're stranded too... and with a traitor in the crew...

The plot is simple though I found the story short. The hours I've spent reflect the guide I've made about objects. But still, if the
plot was beginning well, you have some holes: what happened to the captain? How come the mechanic was taken by the evil
spirit if he was a prisonner?

The puzzles, if for some, are easy, for others, are quite a challenge. I had to skip some because it was a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to try to catch the fish or you need to know the moon phases or you don't have real
indication about how to solve that. The HO scenes were normal, though some items are difficult to spot, as they can be confused
as part of another (got the case with a German grenade, where the handle was the same as a tool).

The official achievements can be done quickly. Nothing is rewarding you in the end for defeating evil, fishing for the Inuit,
etc... But than you have hidden ones: 1 per relic or beyond object (object disappearing and reappearin)... Not every scene has
them and sometimes, a beyond object and a relic can be in the same one.

The graphics are alright, but the characters are filmed actors. I would say that it's maybe weird to see them like that in a drawn
scene. While it's maybe a nice intention, I didn't find that so... well-executed. The actors are correct, it's not that but how it was
integrated.... during these scenes, I had pixels around....

The little nice add is to find coins to buy the pingoo a pool, a tv, a basket-ball. It's making me smile and while it's not very
developed, it's still a little feature that is appreciated.

The soundtrack is alright too.

So, while I'm feeling perhaps mixed for this game, I'll still recommend to grab it with a nice discount. It's enjoyable, with "easy"
achievements for those who loves 100%.. Not at all happy with Stardock, this should have come with the original game and not
be charged extra for it. They have since released a map pack and this yes only gave three campaigns for the game. DO NOT
BUY. it is soo not worth the cost of the original game plus this. Stardock is fast losing a fanbase due to corporate greed..
Ressourceless island, almost no mines, no oil, no good farming conditions.

The supercomputer doesn't bring that much research point in the end. You'll just have to spam observatories and win.

Alternatively, i completed the mission in a few dozen minutes by stealing Peace Atoms to jump in Modern Time, then shortly
again won Future Materials which... succeded the mission.

Doenst worth it.. This is not very optimized and is hardly fun for kids. The camera "bounces" non stop as if its on square wheels.
You cannot unlock any cars with coins or gems. Dont bother getting this.. PeriAreion is a complex survival game on the surface
of Mars. This game does a great job of getting all of the practical science aspects correct. The creators have done their
homework as far as understanding the actual challenges to creating a living community on Mars. The movement and visuals in
the game seemed to flow very well. There are a lot of variables to consider in order to "win." For this reason, I would say this
game is a little more difficult than most games are. One of the main benefits to purchasing this game is that the developers are
very responsive. They want to create a game that the consumer likes and improve the game accordingly.. This game caught my
attention at Dreamhack Austin - I was drawn to it for what I thought was a very unique gameplay mechanic. What I didn't
expect was how beautiful the story and the music would be as well. I was hooked to keep going forward in the game, and at the
same time, I had to pause sometimes to take in the background music. The story seemed
 simple but in the end, the complex relationships really moved me. It really takes you for a ride, and makes you feel some things.

See full review: https:\/\/www.sleepytoadstool.com\/reviews\/blink-2017. Fun mini-game for the chilled evening.
The mouse controls simulate the feeling of playing real tabletop football very well. The multiplayer modus against a friend is
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really addictive and just faced major network improvements. It's a good sign to see the developer constantly polishing his
product, so a well-rounded foosball experienced can be expected.
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Edit: The cursor issue has been fixed and the game is now playable. The new graphics still don't look very good. But it can be
played with the old or new graphics. This is a great game now that it is playable :)
---------------

The NEW graphics have somehow gotten worse after 25 years.
The mouse cursor jumps around randomly all the time making the game unplayable.
I'm sure there is a lot more wrong with it but I wasn't able to make it that far.

I was really looking forward to playing this game since it was so amazing when I played it as a kid. But everything about this
remake is horrible and unplayable.. very good gets the old brian cells going. Yes its silly, yes its fun

Great little game

* on playing some more, there are things i feel are missing.
Whilst it is nice that its a smooth drive around, with some nice trip hop music playing. there are no real big sound effects. whilst
you crash a lot in this, due to smashing into signs, or glass etc, there are no sounds that go with it.
i think [personally], the game would feel more crazier [& better] if there were sound effects that fitted with the setting. id love
to hear screams of the passengers, smashing of things & a real sense of this world being destroyed by this ever expanding length
of a bus. the music is fine, but having this sense of total destruction would be a more fitting thing.
Also, for macOS at least. Controller support is probably 30\/70. directions work fine for the bus, but any other controls are not
working [at least at this moment in time]. i will post an issue regarding this.
other than these comments, its still a fun game & worth the price, but does have little things that need to be worked on further
for a better experience.. Really easy to 100% in less than a minute. Follow the guide and you get all achievements.. Very
simplistic. I beat the campain with the only character I made (rogue\/archer). There is a toal of about 7 dungeons on the way to
rescue the princess. There is no real story, there is no gold or shops and I guess playing around with customisation is the major
draw but I didn't really explore that side of the game and just aimed for purity. The last boss was a joke, didn't even realise it
was the last boss before I killed it with about 4-6 arrows.. the base game already has all of this stuff when i bought it which
made buying this dlc useless. There are too many design choices and balance issues that ruin this game.

The battle system is a mess. There is no consistancy in damage dealt by your characters. You may hit for three different
numbers not including critical hits. This ruins most strategic element to combat.

The characters are not well balanced either. The attributes given in the game do not help with what you may want to do with
your characters. It is hard to tell what their role is. There may be some interesting ideas but the exacution is lacking.

There are so many status affects. Tired, dizzy, cold, bored, the list goes on and on. This doeas not help the balance issues. There
is no character who cures status affects. You can only use items or monster drops(outside of combat) to cure them.

The weapons and armor boosts swing in such wierd ways. A helm thast can only be used by one character (let's say the "martial
artist") may boost two attribuyes by 4 or 5 while decreasing another by 20+. Once again this makes it difficult to understand
thier role.

The plot is okay but there is very little understanding of how a story arc works. I had very little idea that I was fighting the last
boss. I mean, i just got a new character after exploring a large dungeon only to be forced into going through another large
dungeon full of puzzles. All this without allowing me to go back to a village to gather items i may need.

I do not want to continue with the review so, in closing, everything about this game is all over the place and flawed in some way
or another.. Just...garbage. So bad.
Unoptimized, no feedback, just straight from Unreal engine to your face with very little coding or optimization.
Blech.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0vhVXK0_ycI. I just finished this game.
Nice concept, but terribly poor execution.

They say that, during the end credits, if you turn up the volume and there's quiet in your room, you can hear the game
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whispering 'PLS KILL ME :('

4/10. Route Pros:
Nice length, not too long, and not too short...
Performs fairly well
Looks nice even on lowest graphics
comes with 6 career scenarios, and plenty of Workshop Scenarios.

Locomotive Pros:
Class 143 is seemingly well modeled
Good sounds
Nice two-tone horn
nice to drive, not very complicated
when the doors close, you get a nice guard to driver and driver to guard buzzer, with "C" button.

Overall, this is a great route! You would be a fool not to get this route, especially for 25 bucks! What are you waiting around
waiting for, go buy it!!!!!
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